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Abstract

Purpose – The objective of this study is to investigate the impact of longitudinal forces on extreme-long
heavy-haul trains, providing new insights and methods for their design and operation, thereby enhancing
safety, operational efficiency and track system design.
Design/methodology/approach – A longitudinal dynamics simulation model of the super long heavy haul
train was established and verified by the braking test data of 30,000 t heavy-haul combination train on the long
and steep down grade of Daqing Line. The simulationmodel was used to analyze the influence of factors on the
longitudinal force of super long heavy haul train.
Findings – Under normal conditions, the formation length of extreme-long heavy-haul combined train has a
small effect on the maximum longitudinal coupler force under full service braking and emergency braking on
the straight line. The slope difference of the long and steep down grade has a great impact on the maximum
longitudinal coupler force of the extreme-long heavy-haul trains. Under the condition that the longitudinal force
does not exceed the safety limit of 2,250 kN under full service braking at the speed of 60 km/h the maximum
allowable slope difference of long and steep down grade for 40,000 t super long heavy-haul combined trains is
13‰, and that of 100,000 t is only 5‰.
Originality/value – The results will provide important theoretical basis and practical guidance for further
improving the transportation efficiency and safety of extreme-long heavy-haul trains.

Keywords Heavy-haul combined train, Longitudinal dynamics, Train length,

Locomotive synchronization control, Slope difference

Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
As the development of world railway freight continues, improving transportation efficiency,
reducing energy consumption and optimizing transportation costs have become increasingly
important goals. In the process of achieving these goals, the operation of extreme-long heavy-
haul trains is considered an effective approach. The operation of extreme-long trains is an
effective way to increase heavy-haul transportation capacity. By increasing axle load and
expanding train length, extreme-long heavy-haul trains can transport more goods in a single
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trip, thus improving transportation efficiency. However, the force situation of extreme-long
heavy-haul trains is more complex than that of general trains, and the impact law of
longitudinal forces needs to be studied in depth.

For coal transport in China, the trains with a traction mass over 40,000 t are called
extreme-long trains, which can effectively increase the transport capacity. Datong–
Qinhuangdao heavy-haul railway in China has 20,000 t heavy-haul combined trains in
operation and has conducted operational test of 30,000 t heavy-haul trains (Yao, 2014).
Extreme-long trains over 40,000 t heavy are in operation in South Africa and Australia. For
example, Australia completed the operational test of 99,700 t heavy-haul trains in 2001 (Cole,
2006). However, as the application of extreme-long heavy-haul trains is being promoted, the
force situation becomes more complex, especially for 40,000 t or even 100,000 t extreme-long
trains and the impact law of longitudinal forces is not yet clear. Therefore, studying the
impact law of longitudinal forces in extreme-long heavy-haul trains is of great significance
and can further promote the development of heavy-haul transportation.

In the research of the impact law of longitudinal forces in extreme-long heavy-haul trains,
simulation studies of longitudinal dynamics have become an important means. Through
simulation calculations, the magnitude and distribution of longitudinal forces under different
operating conditions can be analyzed, providing scientific basis for the safety design and
operation of trains. In addition, simulation studies can optimize the design and operation
strategies of trains; improve energy efficiency and operational efficiency. Therefore, the
necessity of simulation research on the impact law of longitudinal forces in extreme-long
heavy-haul trains is self-evident. The key technologies and methods of the longitudinal
dynamics simulation are discussed in references Chang et al. (2016, 2017), Wu et al. (2014,
2016), Wu et al. (2018) and Yang et al. (2010).

However, simulation research on the impact lawof longitudinal forces in extreme-longheavy-
haul trains faces some challenges. Firstly, the force situation of extreme-longheavy-haul trains is
more complex, requiring the establishment of accurate simulation models. Secondly, the impact
law of longitudinal forces involves in-depth exploration of train dynamics and mechanics,
requiring innovation and development of relevant technologies. In addition, simulation research
needs to consider the variation law of longitudinal forces under different operating conditions,
further improving the safety of trains, operational efficiency and track system design.

The goal of this research is to study the impact law of longitudinal forces in extreme-long
heavy-haul trains in depth. Through simulation andmodeling, we can reveal the longitudinal
dynamic characteristics and mechanical behavior of extreme-long heavy-haul trains and
solve key technical problems that may be encountered in actual operations. This will provide
new ideas and methods for the design and operation of extreme-long heavy-haul trains,
thereby improving the safety, operational efficiency and track system design. To achieve this
goal, this research will use the simulation methods, combined with actual operational data
and field test verification, to systematically study the longitudinal dynamic characteristics
and mechanical behavior of extreme-long heavy-haul trains. This research will provide
important theoretical basis and practical guidance for further improving the transportation
efficiency and safety of extreme-long heavy-haul trains.

2. Modelling
2.1 Multi-mass model on train longitudinal dynamics
The longitudinal dynamic model of extreme-long trains is mainly used to analyze the
longitudinal dynamics action between locomotives and vehicles with respect to different train
formations, wireless synchronous control of the distributed locomotives, operational strategies,
running conditions and the line profile. The main characteristics of the longitudinal dynamic
model of the extreme-long train are that the train length is long, the degree of freedom (DOF) is
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large and the longitudinal force transmission is complex. In the present model, every single
locomotive or vehicle is used as a rigid body and theDOFof the extreme-long train is equal to the
total number of vehicles (i.e. locomotives and rolling stocks), as shown in Figure 1. In the figure:
mi is themass of the ith vehicle; ui is the displacement of the ith vehicle; the n inmhn is the number
of vehicles in each unit; the h in mhn is the h

th unit in train groups.
Equation of longitudinal dynamics for the extreme-long train (cf. Figure 1) can be

expressed as

mi €ui ¼ Fci−1 � Fci � Fwi � FTEi � FDBi � FBi (1)

Where mi is the mass of the i vehicle; ui is the displacement of the i vehicle; €ui is the
acceleration of the ith vehicle; Fci-1 is the anterior coupler force of the i vehicle, Fc0-15 0; Fci is
the posterior coupler force of the i vehicle, Fckn5 0; Fwi is the total running resistance of the i

th

vehicle, including equivalent running resistance, ramp resistance, curve resistance, starting
resistance and so on; FTEi is the locomotive tractive force; FDBi is the locomotive dynamics
braking force; FBi is the air braking force of the ith vehicle. In Eq. (1), there are

Fci−1 ¼ eki−1ðui � ui−1Þ (2)

Fci ¼ ekiðuiþ1 � uiÞ (3)

Where eki−1 is the instantaneous stiffness of the anterior draft gear of the ith vehicle in series

with the posterior draft gear of the adjacent vehicle andeki is the instantaneous stiffness of the
posterior draft gear of the ith vehicle in series with the anterior draft gear of the adjacent
vehicle. Substituting Eq. (2) and Eq.(3) into Equation (1) results in to:8><

>:
M€uþ eKu ¼ F

_ujt¼0 ¼ v0

u t¼0 ¼ u0j
(4)

Where M is the mass matrix of rolling stocks; eK is the instantaneous total nonlinear stiffness
matrix of the system; F is the additional stimulation of the train system; €u, _u and u are the
acceleration, velocity and longitudinal displacement generalized coordinate vector of
the model.

2.2 Air brake model
Traditional brake shoe braking is widely used on the Chinese heavy-haul trains. The
compressed air is motive power of brake; braking force is generated by the friction force
between the brake shoe and thewheel caused by air brake controlling brake shoe pressing the
wheel tread. The brake force can be expressed as

FB¼ 1000
X

K$fk (5)

Where K is the brake shoe pressure, fk is the friction coefficient of brake shoe.
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Brake shoe pressure K is expressed as following equation (Kaiwen, 1990):

K ¼ π
4
d2$pBC$η$γ$nb$10

−3 (6)

Where π is the circumference ratio, d is the diameter of brake cylinder (mm), pBC is the
pressure of brake cylinder (kPa), η is the transmission efficiency of foundation brake rigging,
γ is the braking leverage, nb is the number of brake cylinders.

After the diameter of brake cylinder and foundation brake rigging is determined, air brake
force depends on friction coefficient of brake shoe fk and pressure of brake cylinder pBC.

Friction coefficient of brake shoe fk is related to the material properties, pressure of brake
shoe and running speed. Friction coefficient of high friction composite brake shoe fk is
expressed as the following equation (Regulations on Railway Train Traction
Calculation, 1998).

fk¼ 0:41$
Kþ200

4Kþ200
$
vþ150

2vþ150
(7)

Where v is the running speed (km/h).

Pressure of brake cylinder pBC is related to the brake characteristic, the vehicle site in train,
pressure decrement of train brake pipe, etc. Pressure of brake cylinder pBC is expressed as

piBC ¼ f
�
tb; p

i
0;Δp

�
(8)

Where i is the vehicle site in train, piBC is the brake cylinder pressure of the i vehicle (kPa), tb is
the brake time of the i vehicle and star from the brake cylinder pressure of the vehicle
beginning ascend (s), pi0 is the pressure of train pipe of the i vehicle in release state (kPa),Δp is
pressure decrement of train pipe (kPa).

The empirical formula of train pipe pressure distribution of the i vehicle is obtained by
curving fitting for measured data of the change curve of train pipe pressure in brake test. The
pressure of train pipe pi0 is expressed as

pi0 ¼ f ðp0;N ; iÞ (9)

Where p0 is the fixed air pressure of train pipe (500kPa or 600kPa), N is the vehicle number
of train.

First, two different brake wave propagation speeds of train pipe are assumed for service
and emergency brakes, respectively. Based on 0 time when the brake command is sent from
the locomotive, the starting ascend time of brake cylinder pressure of the i vehicle tip, which is

expressed as

tip ¼ a$NL � b$c$e (10)

Where NL is the number of locomotives in train, e ¼ ðiþ1Þ− d, a, b, c and d values are related
to the braker type. For emergency brake case of 120 type brake used in China,
a¼ −0:45−NL$0:4, b¼ 0:07, c¼ 1:0, d¼ 1:0.

2.3 Dynamics characteristics model of coupler and draft gears
One of the main characteristics of the train longitudinal dynamics simulation different from
the simple traction calculation is that the former calculates all the coupler forces and
accelerations of the rolling stocks. Therefore, the coupling slack changes and the series
resistance characteristics of draft gear combination must be considered. According to the
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equipment conditions of heavy-haul train, this model is mainly based on the simulation of the
steel friction type draft gear (MT-2) in China. The following mathematical equation which
was used to describe the suspension forces in the suspension system (Fancher et al., 1980) is
mainly used into draft gear model.

Ft ¼ FENVt þ ðFt−Δt � FENVtÞexp
�
−jxt � xt−Δtj

β

�
(11)

Ft is coupler force in current time step; FENVt is force of upper and lower sideline.

FENVt ¼
8<
: f ðxtÞ þ fadh

�
xt; _xt

�
þ cf ðb� xtÞ _xtnfwhen xt > xt−Δt

kxt � Fbwhen xt < xt−Δt

(12)

Ft−Δt is the coupler force in preceding time step; xt is the deformation of coupler and draft
gears in current time step; xt−Δt is the deformation of coupler and draft gears in preceding time
step; β is the parameter to control the changing rate of the connecting line between loading
and unloading force sideline, which has the same unit to xandwhose value should be selected
according to the test diagram of draft gears.

f ðxtÞ is the fitting function of dynamic loading characteristic curve from resistance force
and stroke which are obtained through a large graft gear impact test. Fb is the initial pressure
of graft gear; k is the stiffness of the elastic element in graft gear. cf is the speed-dependent
damping coefficient; nf is the speed factor; b is the compressive deflection from pre-pressure.

The HM-1 draft gear is an elasticity cement and steel-friction type composite draft gear
and the damping effect of steel friction and elasticity cement is considered in this draft gear
model. When the relative speed of steel friction mechanism is less than the viscous critical
speed of steel friction in the process of draft gear loading, additional viscous friction (Sun
et al., 2015) can be expressed as

fadh

�
x; _x

�
¼ f ðxtÞ$

�
vc �

��� _x����$ðμs � μkÞ
vc

(13)

Where μs and μk are the equivalent static and dynamic friction coefficient of steel friction
mechanism in draft gear; vc is the viscous critical speed of steel friction.

The fitting function f ðxt; _xtÞ of dynamic loading characteristics curve of numerical model
for friction draft gear shall contain the steel frictional dynamic loading characteristics of the
loading curve, additional viscous friction and speed damping force.

2.4 Numerical solution of longitudinal dynamics equations of heavy-haul train
Longitudinal dynamics equation of train is a very complicated nonlinear equation, which includes
many nonlinear factors such as the nonlinear impedance characteristics; coupler clearance,
nonlinear working characteristics of traction and braking. Direct numerical integration is mainly
applied to solve it. Dynamical response of direct numerical integration method in engineering
application can be divided into two categories: explicit form and implicit form. Mostly, implicit
methods includeNewmark-βmethod,Wilson-θmethodandHouboltmethod; and explicitmethods
widely used, beside central difference method and modified cyclic iteration method based
trapezoidal rule, include Newmark fast-display integration method and a kind of prediction-
correction integration method (Zhai, 1990, 1996).

Newmark-βmethod is one of the numerical integrationmethods which are widely used for
its high precision. It suits for the solution of linear vibration system balance equation. The
mathematical expression is,
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M tþΔt €utþΔt þK tþΔtutþΔt ¼ F tþΔt (14)

This method introduces the relation between speed and displacement as follows
(Newmark, 1959):

utþΔt ¼ ut þ Δt _ut þ
�
1

2
� β

�
Δt2 €ut þ βΔt2 €utþΔt (15)

_utþΔt ¼ _ut þ ð1� γÞΔt €ut þ γΔt €utþΔt (16)

β and γ are variable parameters, which are used to adjust the calculation characteristics of the
formula especially the adjustment of its stability and precision.�

M tþΔt þK tþΔtβΔt2
�
€utþΔt ¼ F tþΔt �K tþΔt

�
ut þ Δt _ut þ

�
1

2
� β

�
Δt2 €ut

�
(17)

Assuming ut, _ut and €ut can be calculated on the preceding step, after the institution, €utþΔt is
obtained. Then _utþΔt andutþΔt at can be obtained according to Formula (15) and (16). In order
to imply step-by-step integration method into the response calculation of nonlinear equation,
this equation solution is changed into the iterative solution within each time stepΔt. Now the
increment balance formula of differential equation can be written as:

M tΔ €ut þK TðΔutÞ ¼ ΔF t (18)

Where KT is the stiffness matrix, which is defined as

K T ¼
�
vF s

vu

�
t

(19)

F s is the force vector of vibration system to resist deformation.

Just at the time t þ Δt, equation can be written as

M €utþΔt þKTðΔutÞ ¼ F tþΔt � F t þM €ut (20)

In terms of the strong nonlinear vibration, to reduce errors, equilibrium iteration is commonly
used for solving discrete nonlinear equation in a small increase step. SinceK T is changing in
the iteration process, approximate solution would not be obtained until it changes into the
final balance condition. We use the linear result as the first approximate to calculate its
following imbalance force, and then take this force into the vibration system to get a new
linear result, which is used to the second approximate and calculate the following imbalance
force, and then take the second imbalance force into the vibration system to get the linear
result, which is used to the third approximate and calculate the following imbalance force.
Repeat this iteration, till the imbalance force eliminated.

To achieve the iteration calculation mentioned above, the initial value of utþΔt and _utþΔt
shall be provided. If the provision of the initial value is not proper, it is no doubt that the
iteration times would be increased. So the initial value can be obtained by Newmark explicit
integration form (Zhai, 1996).

u
ð0Þ
tþΔt ¼ ut þ Δt _ut þ

�
1

2
þ ψ

�
Δt2 €ut � ψΔt2 €ut−Δt (21)
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_u
ð0Þ
tþΔt ¼ _ut þ ð1þ fÞΔt €ut � fΔt €ut−Δt (22)

u
ð0Þ
tþΔt and _u

ð0Þ
tþΔt can be predicted by Formula (19) and (14), and K

ð0Þ
T can be obtained.

According the balance equation in incremental form, the formula below can be obtained:

M €u
ð1Þ
tþΔt þK

ð0Þ
T

�
Δuð0Þ

t

�
¼ F tþΔt � F t þM €ut (23)

With formula (21), €u
ð1Þ
tþΔt is calculated. With Formula (13) and (8), u

ð1Þ
tþΔt and _u

ð1Þ
tþΔt are

calculated. Then recalculate K
ð1Þ
T with Formula (17), thus imbalance force ΔeF ð1Þ

can be
calculated with Formula (24) and (25).

M €u
ð1Þ
tþΔt þK

ð1Þ
T

�
Δuð1Þ

t

�
¼ eF ð1Þ

(24)

ΔeF ð1Þ ¼ F tþΔt � F t þM €u � eF ð1Þ
(25)

Let imbalance force ΔeF ð1Þ
act on the instantaneous vibration system and solve the balance

equation: �
M þK

ð1Þ
T βΔt2

�
Δ €u

ð2Þ
tþΔt ¼ ΔeF ð1Þ

(26)

The second approximate value is obtained as:

€u
ð2Þ
tþΔt ¼ €u

ð1Þ
tþΔt þ Δ €u

ð2Þ
tþΔt (27)

The iteration cannot be ended until it satisfies the balance rule
			ΔF ðnÞ			 < ε according to

such repeated calculation. Therefore, one step of integral is finished and then continue to the

next step with €u
ðnÞ
tþΔt as its initial value.

The calculation of unit basic running resistance, gradient resistance and curve resistance
for the train are referred to the Chinese Regulations on Railway Train Traction
Calculation (1998).

For extreme-long train, the locomotives are distributed at different positions along the
train. The wireless synchronous control technology is used between the master and slave
locomotives in the group. The operation control model is based on LOCOTROL
synchronization proposed in the reference Chang et al. (2017).

3. Verification
The longitudinal dynamics equation of extreme-long trains is a nonlinear problem, which
includes many nonlinear factors, such as the nonlinear resistance of the draft gear and the
nonlinear traction and braking curve. The high precision equilibrium iterative method based
on the Newmark-β (Chang et al., 2017) is used to solve the longitudinal dynamics of the
extreme-long train. The algorithm which has been verified by a line test has been applied to
obtain the longitudinal force of a 20,000 t heavy-haul train during emergency braking in
reference Chang et al. (2017).

In order to validate the present model under cycle braking condition on long and steep
downhill track section, a simulation is carried out according to the test condition of a 30,000 t
train on Datong–Qinhuangdao Line (up to now, the longest heavy-haul train of the line tests
in China). The simulation is then compared against themeasurement of the test for validation.
The 30,000 t train is composed of three HXD1-type locomotives, a SS4-type locomotive and
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315 C80-type wagons according to the distributed power mode. The test locomotives are
equipped with LOCOTROL wireless synchronous control system, No.13 couplers and MT-3
type draft gears; every three wagons are assembled with traction rods and form a group. The
wagon groups are connected with No.16 and No.17 couplers (with a coupler clearance of
24 mm) and equipped with 120-type brake and MT-2 type draft gear. Formation of the test
train: HXD1 (master locomotive) þ 105 3 C80 þ HXD1 (slave locomotive No.1) þ 105 3
C80 þ HXD1 (slave locomotive No.2)þ 1053 C80 þ SS4 (slave locomotive No.3). Operational
parameters of the 30,000 t test train on the long and steep downhill section are shown in
Figure 2.

The braking and longitudinal dynamic parameters of the vehicle by arranging 15
measuring sections in the 30,000 t test train are tested, each 105 wagons forms a unit train
group a wagon unit. Measurement takes place at the 1st, 25th, 52nd, 79th and 103rd/105th
wagon in each wagon unit. The measured information includes coupler forces, longitudinal
acceleration of the vehicles, main braking pipe pressure, auxiliary reservoir pressure and
braking cylinder pressure. The test of grade braking is carried out when the test train runs at
70 km/h at Point K288þ 320 (grade� 10‰) of the Line. In the test, the synchronous response
time between the master locomotive at the head of the train and the three slave locomotives is
monitored in real-time. The results show that the action time of the three slave locomotives is
2–3 s delay after the master locomotive.

The operation information of 30,000 t test train on the long and steep downhill line is
shown in Figure 2.

A comparison of the measured longitudinal force at couplers and simulation results (the
53rd, 104th, 131st, 164th and 280th vehicle) are made in Figure 3. It can be seen that the
simulation is close to themeasurement, which proves that the numerical model and algorithm
shown in Section 2 can be used to calculate the longitudinal force of 30,000 t trains.

Figure 2.
The operation of 30,000
t test train on the long
and steep downhill
section
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4. Influence of longitudinal force
In the extreme-long train, the master locomotive and the first slave locomotive are HXD1F-
type electric locomotivewith 30 t axle loadwhile other slave locomotives are HXN3-type diesel
locomotive with 25 t axle load. The vehicles are C96-type wagons with 30 t axle load. Every

Figure 3.
Comparison of

measurement and
simulation of 30,000 t

test train
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two wagons are equipped with a group of traction rods. The wagon groups are connected
with NO.16 and NO.17 couplers (with a coupler clearance of 9.5 mm) and equipped with HM-1
draft gear. The master and slave locomotives use wireless synchronous control technology
for communication, and the control action of slave locomotives has 3s delay.

The formation is as follows when the traction mass of the trains is (30,000 þ n310,000) t

HXD1FðmasterlocomotiveÞ＋843C96＋HXD1FðslavelocomotiveÞ＋843C96＋n

3½23HXN3ðslavelocomotiveÞ＋843C96�
＋HXN3ðslavelocomotiveÞ＋843C96＋HXN3ðslavelocomotiveÞ

4.1 Influence of train formation on longitudinal force when braking at straight line section
According to the formation of the extreme-long train described above, calculating the
influence of different train formation on longitudinal force under full service braking and
emergency braking conditions for 40,000, 60,000, 80,000, 100,000 and 120,000 t trains when
decelerating from 60 km/h on straight line. The maximum longitudinal compressive forces at
coupler with respect to different formations are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the
maximum compressive force fluctuates according to 10,000 t unit train groups, and
the maximum compressive force of each 10,000 t unit train takes place in the middle; the
maximum compressive force for 40,000–120,000 t trains is about 320 kN and takes place in
the middle of the first 10,000 t unit train.

The distribution of the maximum longitudinal compressive force under emergency
braking with respect to different formations is shown in Figure 5. It shows that themaximum
compressive force of 40,000–120,000 t trains is about 800 kN and takes place at the 85th–95th
vehicle; the maximum compressive force gradually oscillates down from the 95th to 500th
vehicle and fluctuates according to 10,000 t unit train groups from the 500th to 1025th vehicle.

The formations of 40,000–120,000 t train have little impact on the maximum longitudinal
compressive force under full service braking and emergency braking on the straight line. The

Figure 4.
Distribution of
maximum force in
different formations
under full service
braking
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main reason is that the action delay times of the slave locomotives are very close, which affects
the speed of braking wave and braking force of the former two 10,000 t unit train groups.

4.2 Influence of time delay of wireless synchronous control on longitudinal force
LOCOTROL technology is used to control the synchronous response time between themaster
locomotive and slave locomotives. The wireless synchronous control delay time of slave
locomotives is a key factor affecting the longitudinal force of extreme-long trains. Since the
formation length of 40,000–120,000 t extreme-long train has little influence on the maximum
longitudinal force of the train during emergency braking on the straight line, when analyzing
the influence of the response delay time between the master and slave locomotives on the
longitudinal force, its only necessary to calculate the effect on the longitudinal force under
emergency braking at 60 km/h on the straight line for 40,000 t extreme-long trains with of 2, 3,
5 and 6s, respectively. The distribution of the maximum longitudinal coupler compressive
force with each vehicle in emergency braking condition is shown in Figure 6.

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the maximum coupler compressive force of the train appears
near the 90th vehicle, it reaches 1200 kN (the 92nd vehicle) when the delay time is 5s, and which is
about 140% higher than 500kN with 2s; when the delay time is 6s, the maximum coupler
compressive force reaches 1300kN,whichdoes not exceed the safety limit of 2250kN in theChinese
standard Standard on Strength Design and Accreditation Test of Railway Vehicles (1996).

The variation of maximum longitudinal coupler compressive force with delay time under
emergency braking of 40,000 t extreme-long trains is shown in Figure 7. It is shown from
Figure 7 that the maximum coupler force grows approximately linearly with the increase of the
wireless synchronous control delay time of slave locomotives, and thegrowth rate is 200 kN$s�1.

4.3 Influence of gradient on longitudinal force
Due to the length of the extreme-long train and the line profile occupied by the train is
complex; the line profile is also an important factor affecting the longitudinal force of the

Figure 5.
The distribution of
maximum coupler
force in different

formation length under
emergency braking
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extreme-long train. Heavy-haul trains run from Northwest to Southeast of China as well as
long and steep downhill line conditions are quite common.

Figure 6.
The distribution of
maximum coupler
force in different
delay time

Figure 7.
The variation of
maximum coupler
compressive force with
delay time under
emergency braking
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In order to analyze the influence of the slope difference for the long and steep downhills on
the longitudinal forcewith extreme-long trains, according to the extreme-long train formation
mode described above, It’s calculated that the influence of the slope difference on the
longitudinal force with 40,000, 60,000, 80,000 and 100,000 t extreme-long trains under the full
service braking condition when running at 60 km/h on the 13‰ downhill connecting 10‰,
8‰, 6‰ and 4‰ downhills and the straight line.

The distribution of maximum longitudinal coupler compressive force with 40,000 t
extreme-long trains in various slope differences is shown in Figure 8. As can be seen from
Figure 8: themaximum coupler force of extreme-long trainswhich appears in the 195th–201st
vehicle is growing with the increase of slope difference on long and steep downhills; besides,
the maximum coupler compressive force is 897kN and 2091kNwhen the slope differences are
3‰ and 13‰, respectively.

The maximum longitudinal coupler compressive force with 60,000 t train at various slope
is shown in Figure 9. The maximum coupler force of the trains happens to the 284th ∼ 290th
vehicle is also growing with the slope difference on long and steep down-hills; when the slope
difference is 9‰, the maximum coupler compressive force which reaches 2,350kN has
exceeded the safety limit in the Chinese Standard on Strength Design and Accreditation Test
of Railway Vehicles (1996), and the draft gear has been crushed.

The distribution of the maximum longitudinal coupler compressive force with 80,000 t
extreme-long trains at different slope differences is shown in Figure 10. The maximum
coupler force in the combined train which appears in the 378th–418th vehicle increases with
the slope difference on the long and steep downhills; when the slope difference is 7‰, the
maximum coupler compressive force which reaches 2400kN has exceeded the safety limit of
2,250kN in the Chinese Standard on Strength Design and Accreditation Test of Railway
Vehicles (1996), and the draft gear has been crushed.

The distribution of maximum longitudinal coupler compressive force with each vehicle of
100,000 t extreme-long combined train at various slope differences is shown in Figure 11.
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As can be seen from Figure 11: themaximum coupler compressive force in the combined train
which appears near the 500th vehicle is also growing with the increase of the slope difference
on the long and steep downhills; when the slope difference is 5‰, the maximum coupler
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compressive force reaches 2,099kN; when the slope difference exceeds 7‰, the maximum
coupler compressive force exceeds the safety limit of 2,250kN in the Chinese Standard on
Strength Design and Accreditation Test of Railway Vehicles (1996), and the draft gear has
been crushed.

The relationship between the maximum longitudinal coupler compressive force of the
train and the slope difference on the long and steep downhill under different formation
lengths is shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 shows that the slope difference has a great impact on
the maximum coupler force of the extreme-long train when 40,000–100,000 t extreme-long
train runs under full service braking at 60 km/h on the long and steep downhill. The
maximum coupler force of the train grows with the increase of the slope difference and the
longer the train formation length is, the greater the increment of the coupler force is;
the maximum coupler force of the train grows with the increase of formation length and the
greater the slope difference is, the greater the increment of the coupler force is; for extreme-
long trains with different formation lengths, the allowable maximum slope difference on the
long and steep down-hill decreases with the increase of formation length in the condition that
the maximum coupler force of the train does not exceed the safety limit of 2,250kN. The
allowable maximum slope difference for 40,000 t extreme-long trains is 13‰ and there is only
5‰ slope difference for 100,000 t extreme-long trains.

4.4 Influence of coupler clearance on longitudinal force
New type of gapless couplers or traction rods can be used to better the longitudinal impulse
between vehicles of extreme-long trains. When the 40,000 t combined train runs on 13‰ long
and steep down-hill connecting with the straight line at 60 km/h under full service braking
conditions, the distribution of the maximum longitudinal coupler compressive force of each
vehicle under different coupler clearances is shown in Figure 13 by analyzing the influence of
the general couplers (coupler clearance 9.5 mm), new type of gapless couplers and traction
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rods (two wagons are a group) on the longitudinal force. Figure 13 shows that the maximum
coupler force is about 2070kN when using general couplers, using traction rods can reduce
the maximum coupler force by about 2%, and using new type of gapless couplers can reduce
the coupler force by about 4%.
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4.5 Influence of ECP braking control technology on longitudinal force
The effect of ECPbraking control technology on the longitudinal force is analyzed by simulating
the full service braking and emergency braking conditions of 40,000 t extreme-long trains at
60 km/h on the 13‰ long and steep downhill section connecting the straight line, and the
distribution of maximum coupler force under full service braking condition using ECP braking
control technology and traditional LOCOTROLwireless synchronous control technology (delay
time 3s) is obtained. As shown in Figure 14. It can be seen from Figure 14 that the decline of the
maximum coupler force is not significant under the full service braking in the variable slope
section when the extreme-long train adopts ECP braking technology.

The distribution of themaximum longitudinal coupler compressive force of each vehicle is
shown in Figure 15 when the 40,000 t extreme-long train adopts ECP braking control
technology and traditional LOCOTROL wireless synchronous control technology under
emergency braking condition. Figure 15 shows that the maximum coupler force under
emergency braking can be significantly reduced by using ECP braking technology for
extreme-long trains in the variable slope section.

5. Conclusion

(1) Based on the simulation calculations of train operation using the braking test
conditions of a 30,000 t combined train on the ramp, it was found that the calculation
law of longitudinal forces for long and heavy trains is consistent with the
experimental results. This validates the effectiveness of the longitudinal dynamics
model and calculation method for long and heavy trains.

(2) Further research reveals that on straight tracks, when combined trains weighing
from 40,000 to 120,000 t apply full service braking and emergency braking at a speed
of 60 km/h, the maximum longitudinal coupler forces are approximately 320 kN and
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800 kN, respectively. These data reveal the levels of longitudinal forces experienced
by extreme-long heavy-haul trains during braking on straight tracks.

(3) When the extreme long train on the straight line runs at 60 km/h with emergency
braking effort applied, the maximum coupler force of the train grows with the
increase of the wireless synchronous control delay time between the slave
locomotives and the master locomotive. The maximum coupler force of the
extreme long train reaches 1,200kN when the synchronous control delay time is 5s,
which increases by about 140% compared with the delay time of 2s.

(4) On a 13% downhill gradient followed by a straight track, when combined trains with
a total weight exceeding 40,000 t apply full braking at a speed of 60 km/h, the
maximum longitudinal coupler force exceed the limit, posing serious safety hazards.
This finding highlights the need for special attention to braking conditions on
downhill gradients when designing and operating extreme-long heavy-haul trains.

(5) When combined trains weighing from 40,000 to 100,000 tons perform full braking at
60 km/h on downhill gradients, the allowable range of grade difference decreases as the
train length increases. Particularly for a 100,000 ton combined train, the maximum
allowable grade difference is only 5‰. This result provides important references for the
operation planning and design of extreme-long heavy-haul trains on downhill gradients.

In conclusion, through in-depth research on the influence of longitudinal forces on extreme-long
heavy-haul trains, this study provides new insights andmethods for the design and operation of
such trains, thereby enhancing safety, operational efficiency and track system design. This
research is of great significance in promoting the development of heavy-haul transportation.
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